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Abstract 
In this research has been improved the brightness and contrast through a new algorithm suggestion based on the 
algorithm retinex and algorithm settle histogram. Use retinex algorithm for homogeneous regions and algorithm 
settle histogram for edge regions and using effective Sobel. The comparison showed between the three methods 
by calculating the quality standards (μ, σ) and by observing the results that the Suggested method has 
successfully in enhancement brightness and contrast are almost equal compared with other methods. 
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1. Introduction 
The image quality of the indicates its degree of clarity, and can be expressed by image analysis or analysis 
ability, which can be defined as the smallest angle  separation between two bodies so that remain separate from 
each other in the visual system, Image quality can be defined as the quantity of sharpness and contrast in image 
details [1]. Where considered contrast is a factor affecting the image quality, known as the dynamic range of the 
display system, is simply a way of expressing the difference degree between the brightest gradients most and 
subtle in the picture [2], where the contrast is two types: local contrast the contrast of each small part of the 
image, and the global contrast is the ratio spatial contrast small parts of the image, the picture with high general 
contrast means that the picture contains high detail and rich in changes .in return for , the picture with  little 
general contrast has fewer details and has gradual variations  difficult to detect visually [3,4]. 
 
2. Evaluation image quality by a scale (μ, σ)  
Evaluation of image quality Based on the mean and standard deviation, we divided the image into several blocks 
15*15 and size 50 pixels, i Represents the number of partition regions, we taken the mean of μi σi is for each 
block and then calculated, each ̅  ,  Which represent the average both of μi, σi for all blocks(partition 
regions).Figure (1) represents the quality scale whenever tended the point μ , ̅σ, ̅  for the vision optimal region 
Quality has become the highest here is enhanced of lighting and contrast. When the point in the insufficient 
contrast region, there is an enhanced of the lighting only and vice versa in the insufficient lightness region where 
there is only enhanced in contrast [5].Quality has become the highest here is enhanced of lighting and contrast. 
When the point in the insufficient contrast region, there is an enhanced of the lighting only and vice versa in the 
insufficient lightness region where there is only enhanced in contrast [5]. 
 
3. Multi Scale Retinex Algorithm with Color Restoration MSRCR  
Figure1. Describe image quality between Mean and standard deviation (μ,σ)[5]. 
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The multiscale retinex (MSR) is explained from single-scale retinex (SSR) we have [7]: 	, 
,   log	, 
  log 	, 
,  ∗ 	, 
           (1) 
Where 	, 
,  the output of component  i ( i   R,G,B)  at position x,y , c is the standard division of the 
Gaussian   function  , 	, 
 is the image value for component  i and symbol  * denoted convolution . 	, 
,  Gaussian   function that is calculated by [7]: 
Fx, y, c  kexp !"#"$ %"          (2) 
The constant k is determined by: ∬ 	, 
, '	'
  1             (3) 
The MSR output is then a weighted sum of the outputs of several different SSR output where [2]: )*+	, 
, ,,   ∑ ./	, 
, /0/12        (4) 
Where N is the number of scales,  	, 
, /the i'th component of the n’th scale, )*+	, 
, ,, the i'th 
spectral component of the MSR output and ./. We insist that   ∑ ./  1.The result of the above processing will 
have both negative and positive RGB values, and the histogram will be typically have large tails. Thus a final 
gain-offset has been applied as mentioned in [7]. This processing can be cause image colors to go towards gray, 
and thus an additional processing step is proposed in [2]: 3  )*+	, 
        (5) 
 Where 45 given by [2]: 45	, 
, 6, 7  7log 1 8 6 9:;,<∑ 9:;,<=:>?      (6) 
Where we have taken the liberty to use log(1+x) in place of log(x)due to a positive result. In [2] a value of 125 is 
suggested for (a ) ; we empirically settled on a value of (b= 100) for a specific test image. The difference 
between using these two values is small. In equation  (7) a second constant is used which is simply a multiplier 
of the result. And the final step is gain-offset by 0.35 and 0.56 respectively. The present research uses: 
(w1=w2=w3=1/3) and (c1=250, c2=120, c3=80) [2]. 
 
4. Modified Retinex Algorithm MR 
In the MR the color image is transformed from basic RGB color space to YIQ color space, the forward transform 
is given by [10]:  
                      
@  0.298  8 0.587H 8 0.114J   0.596  0.270H 8 0.233J  M  0.221 8 0.253H 8 0.312J N                                      7 
Where y is lightness, component, i,q are chromatic components. In second step is transform the normalized 
lightness value by using sigmoid function hat is given by[3]: 
                                          (8) 
 
 
Where Yn being the normalized lightness value that is equal (Y/255). Then used the inverse transformation from 
YIQ to RGB color space calculated in YpIQ that is given by [10]: 
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    (9) 
And the MSRCR had been applied on eq. (10)[3]. 
 
5. Suggested algorithm MRHE 
In this study, a new algorithm suggestion to enhance the illumination and contrast in the color image by Merge 
algorithms retinex and the histogram equalization (MRHE), first applied retinex Algorithm According to the 
relations above-mentioned, then Detection of edges using the effect sobel within: 
H;  O1   0   12   0   21   0   1P        (10) 
H<  O 1     2      10      0      01  2  1P       (11) 
So the can be selected edge of the image using: ;   H;       (12) 
)
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<   H<        (13) Q  max ; , <    (14) 
Then enhance the values of the edges only by applying histogram equalization algorithms: 
T	, 
  U+  	, 
                     VWV Q'XQY	, 
                       Z[  Q'XQ     (15)  
The suggestion method as shown in Figure (2) 
 
 
 
 
6. Results and discussion 
In this research, were enhanced the color images and used three images a size (540 × 720) of type JPG [10]. As 
shown in figure (3), and used Matelab Ra2013 in those images. Figure (4) shows images original and enhanced 
using methods (HE,MSRCR,MRHE) According to the observation, we find that the best method is the proposed 
method where was an improvement in light and contrast reflect in the calculation of quality because preserve the 
contrast in the edge regions and enhance the lighting in homogeneous regions, in figure (5) represents the 
evaluation of the quality  image enhanced  by criteria (μ,σ). Note that the improvement points went to the 
efficiency region to improve the lighting and contrast, at last the proposed algorithm (MRHE) is the best 
followed by the Retinex algorithm and the histogram (HE). 
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a b 
Figure3. Original color images (a,b,c) [10]. 
Figure2. Suggested algorithm diagram 
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7. Conclusions 
Through the results the proposed method (MRHE) succeeded in enhancing the lightness and contrast in images 
by using the scale (μ, σ) which is better in enhancing compared to other methods Retinex (MSRCR) which are 
lower and then followed by the histogram (HE),  which enhanced the homogeneous region, as well as enhanced 
lighting and contrast in parallel. 
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Figure4. The original images and enhanced and result from the three methods is  
the histogram (HE), retinex (MSRCR), proposed (MRHE). 
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Figure5a. The original image (a) and enhanced by three methods (a1, a2, a3) 
Figure5. Results of evaluate the enhanced images quality through the relationship between 
Mean and Standard deviation (μ,σ). 
Figure5b. The original image (b) and enhanced by three methods (b1, b2, b3) 
 
Figure5c. The original image (c) and enhanced by three methods (c1, c2, c3) 
 
